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"Global Crisis: A 17th-Century Perspective" - Geoffrey Parker by PIRS Global Systemic Risk at Princeton University 4 years ago 1 hour, 28 minutes 3,490 views Geoffrey Parker from Ohio State University speaks at Princeton about the "global, collapse" of the 17th-century. Discussing the
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The Other Global Crisis What next for climate change and environment policy? by PolicyExchangeUK 2 months ago 1 hour, 29 minutes 464 views "The Other , Global Crisis , : What next for , climate change , and environment policy?" with Mark Carney UN Special Envoy for Climate
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Overcoming Climate Anxiety at a Time of Global Crisis by University of California Television (UCTV) 2 years ago 29 minutes 1,709 views Visit: http://www.uctv.tv/) 0:25 - Main Talk - Debora Iglesias Rodriguez Seven and a half billion humans are , changing , the way
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Climate Wars by ANU TV 3 years ago 1 hour, 4 minutes 2,064 views In this video recorded at ANU on the 27th of July 2017 Mark Butler discusses , climate , policy and politics with Professor Mark
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The 17th Century Crisis: Crash Course European History #11 by CrashCourse 1 year ago 13 minutes, 30 seconds 574,876 views The 17th Century in Europe was pretty rough in a lot of ways. The Thirty Years War, involved a lot of countries, and a lot of battles.
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Pumped Dry: The Global Crisis of Vanishing Groundwater | USA TODAY by USA TODAY 1 year ago 1 hour, 3 minutes 724,662 views In places around the world, supplies of groundwater are rapidly vanishing. As aquifers decline and wells begin to go dry, people
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Causes and Effects of Climate Change | National Geographic by National Geographic 2 years ago 3 minutes, 5 seconds 1,833,528 views What causes , climate change , (also known as , global warming , )? And what are the effects of , climate change , ? Learn the human
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WATCH: EPA nominee Wheeler tells Bernie Sanders climate change 'not the greatest crisis' by PBS NewsHour 1 year ago 5 minutes, 6 seconds 28,588 views Sen. Bernie Sanders, I-Vt., pressed the acting EPA administrator and nominee to officially lead the agency, about whether he
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A.I. is as threatening as climate change and nuclear war, says philosopher Yuval Noah Harari by euronews (in English) 1 year ago 8 minutes, 57 seconds 9,457 views Yuval Noah Harari calls for , global , co-operation to stop Artificial Intelligence becoming as big a threat to humankind as , climate ,
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Global Warming: What We Got Wrong | Simon Sinek by Simon Sinek 1 week ago 19 minutes, 108 views The , climate crisis , is a game that has no end. Our planet will survive, even if our species does not. It's time we reframe how we
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We're Doomed. Now What?: Essays On War And Climate Change by WGBHForum 1 year ago 57 minutes 20,333 views We live in a time of alarming and bewildering, change, : the breakup of the post-1945, global, order, numerous species facing
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Climate Change : How Land Use is accelerating the crisis by Just Have a Think 1 year ago 12 minutes, 32 seconds 10,653 views Global Warming, and, Climate Change, have two well known culprits : Energy and Transport. But there are two more
Earlier this year, the world's elites agonized over climate change, as the planet's great existential crisis.